
LIFE
COUNSELING
BREAKTHROUGH
SESSIONS
With Sajan Shah

Allow Yourself to see the Hope Inside you through us with our 
First Life Counseling Session with Sajan Shah

Step In Today to Transform Your Life

Motivational Speaker Youth Activistl



Sajan Shah, is a young, energetic motivational
speaker and transforming lives is his mission. His
passion is to help people reach self-realisation and
create extra-ordinary changes in their lives so that
they can unleash their hidden and 
dormant potential. Whether it's a 
90 minute talk, one day workshop 
or one-week seminar, Sajan's 
electrifying speeches arrest
the attention of his
listeners with 
his strong 
messages
and unique 
style.

About Sajan Shah



PERSONAL LIFE COUNSELING
BREAKTHROUGH SESSIONS ARE
NECESSARY ?WHY

BENEFIT
Increased self-esteem, well-being, fulfillment, and accomplishment
are common positive outcomes for mentors. Consider these five
benefits of mentoring others.

HELP SOMEONE REALIZE THEIR POTENTIAL
We all have unique talents and gifts. Activating the potential in
someone by celebrating their talents empowers them to improve
their own life, achieve their goals, and help others.

GIVE BACK TO YOUR COMMUNITY
The most impactful way to improve your community is to spend
time investing in it. Mentoring youth in your community is a powerful
way to invest in the next generation.

LEARN MORE ABOUT YOURSELF
Meaningful relationships are a two-way street. Learn more about
your strengths, weaknesses, knowledge, experience, and beliefs by
sharing them with someone else.

A LOT OF PEOPLE HAVE GONE FURTHER THAN THEY HAVE THOUGHT THEY
COULD BECAUSE SOMEONE ELSE THOUGHT THEY COULD



REMEMBER IT’S ABOUT

LET’S GO DO IT, NOT “YOU GO DO IT.”...

It’s all about a Delicate Balance of guiding someone not to create
their own image, but to give them the opportunity and guidance to
create themselves different from the ordinary league and transform
them into an extra ordinary human being.

I have designed this special program for all the success seekers
who needs massive breakthrough in their lives. If you invest an
hour or 3 months or even a year, I am sure that your 10x growth is
fixed and moreover it’s not about me, it’s about us. I have touched
over 5 million lives from over a decade and from that experience I
am sure that Joining me personally will help you to boost your inner
self and unleash your hidden potential to next level.

Don’t wait for the right time, Join now and make your time right.
Right decision on right time to shape the entire future to the
amazing fascinating level. 

Lots of love,
Sajan Shah

Note from Sajan:



15 Sessions will be equipped with more than 150 learnings
30 Modules to change your personal and professional life 
Free Entry in the “The Hero” Session 
Yearly Plan of action with process monitoring and report
monitoring 
Shaping and experiencing the experiment to give an instant
shift in life 
Free Entry in Life Thrilling Adventure with Sajan Shah

PACKAGES
ONE SESSION WITH THE MASTER: RS. 5000*

One hour session to sharp and shape your life with over 10
strategies to unleash your potential and overcoming all
distraction

THREE MONTHS - 4 SESSIONS: RS. 20,000*

12 MONTHS - 15 SESSION:  RS. 1,00,000*

4 Sessions will be equipped with more than 50 learning 
Tracking system of growth 
Revamping the behaviour patterns and hurdles personally with
Sajan Shah

*GST Excluded



Due to the intimate and focused nature of the sessions, seating for
the event is limited to just 20 Participants for one year, so you must

reserve your place well in advance

THE 97% OF PEOPLE WHO GIVE UP ARE EMPLOYED BY 
THE 3% WHO NEVER GAVE UP. 

BE INTO THAT 3% CATEGORY. JOIN US AND START A 
NEW REVOLUTION IN YOUR LIFE.

If after joining the life counseling
breakthrough sessions, you didn’t feel
you have learned enough to create a

more fulfilling and inspiring life,
simply hand in your learning

materials. We’ll send you a complete
refund, no questions asked.

MONEY BACK 

GUARANTEE

Touched 5 Million Lives in 11 Years

www.sajanshah.com/ SAJANSHAH

A/805 Samudra Complex, C.G. Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380009

JOIN NOW +918511363376


